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A kinetic equation is obtained for conduction electrons in metals, which is valid for the in
vestigation of paramagnetic resonance. The case of uniform distribution of an alternating 
field in a metal is considered in detail. It is shown that for temperatures kT » ~otH0 , 

"longitudinal" and "transverse" spin relaxation times can be introduced, these times being 
practically identical. 

l. The recently developed theory of paramagnetic 
resonance in metals is based either on the use of 
a representation of the diffusion of electrons from 
the skin depthi or on the use of the kinetic equation 
for the electron density operator,2 •3 where both the 
thermal and the spin collision intervals are de
scribed phenomenologically: ( f- f0 )/ T. In all these 
researches, the spin and thermal relaxation times 
entered as parameters. In references 2 and 3, 
moreover, no distinction is made between "trans
verse" and "longitudinal" relaxation times, although 
this is not evident beforehand. The spin relaxation 
time obtained from experiments on paramagnetic 
resonance (on resonance width) is "transverse," 
which was not computed theoretically. Existing 
data in the literature refer only to "longitudinal" 
times. 4 It would therefore be appropriate to obtain 
the equation for paramagnetic resonance in which 
the collision integral is described in microscopic 
fashion, and to show the possibility of introducing 
"longitudinal" and "transverse" spin relaxation 
times. 

In obtaining such an equation, the problem of 
the choice of the mechanism according to which 
the perturbed spin system returns to equilibrium 
is of importance. In the researches of Overhauser4 

and Elliott, 5 different types of spin interactions 
were investigated; however, only the spin orbit 
coupling of the electrons with the lattice which 
was considered by Elliott leads to agreement 
with the spin relaxation times computed from the 
experiments. Below, therefore, we shall consider 
as responsible for the spin relaxation a mechan
ism associated with consideration of the effect of 
spin orbit coupling on the interaction of the elec
trons with the lattice vibrations. 
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2. To obtain the kinetic equation, we make use 
of the method of statistical operators for quantum 
systems.6 Application of this method to obtain the 
kinetic equation for conduction electrons without 
account of their spin was made by Gurzhi. 7 We 
shall carry out a similar derivation with account 
of the spins of the electrons and spin orbit inter
action of electrons with the periodic field of the 
lattice. 

Let us consider a system of N non-interacting 
electrons and S phonons. The electrons are lo
cated in the periodic field of the lattice and in a 
constant magnetic and variable electromagnetic 
external fields. The complete Hamiltonian of such 
a system is 

N S N S 

it = ~ it (xk) + ~ it Ciik) + ~ ~ o (xi, !ik); 
k=l k=l i=l k=l 

where x and y represent, respectively, the set 
of coordinates and spin of the electron ( ra) and 
the momentum and polarization of the phonon 
( qA.); eqA. is the polarization vector of the phonon; 
M is the mass of the atom; V ( r) is the periodic 
field of the lattice; hvqA. is the energy of the pho
non; A = A0 + Ai ( r, t) is the vector potential of 
the external field; H = H0 + Hi ( r, t), where H0 
and Hi are the constant and variable magnetic 
field; ~ is the volume of an elementary cell; V0 

is the volume of the crystal; 1-t = I e I ti/2mc; 
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bqA. and bqA. are the creation and annihilation 
operators of the phonon with momentum q and 
polarization A.. The state of the system is de
scribed by the statistical operator F, which 
satisfies the equation 

aft ;at= r1t, FJ = (1/in) (;J(f:- ft it). 
For the single particle operator F (X:, t) similar 
to what was done in reference 7 and under the same 
assumptions, we obtain the equation 

A - s 
aF ~~,I)= rn (~), F (x, t)] + ~ ~p [U (x, yk), (; (x, Y,., t)]; 

k~l (Yk) 

"" t+~ (1) 
G(t)=-~do;.exp{f ~ dt'[it(~)+it(y)J}B(t+o;) 

0 t 
t+~ 

X exp {-* ~ dt' [§t (x) + §t @J}. 
t 

Here 

B (xl, y, t) = rD (xl, y), f: (xl, t) ft <01 
- Nsp <x·> rO<x2, ii>, A2f: <xl> t) .F (x2,t) F(y)J 

and it is assumed that the lattice is in thermal 
equilibrium: 

(Nq). IF (y) 1 N~~.) = ilNqJ.N~J.oNqJ.NqJ.; Nqi. = [exp(hvq~./kT)- lP. 
A 

P 12 is the permutation operator of the particles: 

(n1n2l P12F (x1) F (~)I n~n~) = (n1l F I n~) (n2l FIn~). 

In the collision integral, we limit ourselves to 
terms of zero order in the vector potential A1 ( r, t). 
Moreover, we shall not take into consideration the 
effect of the constant magnetic field on the orbital 
motion of the electrons which, in any case, is valid 
if the turning radius of the electron in the magnetic 
field is much longer than the mean free path. Then 
the matrix elements of the operator G in the proper 
representation of the operator 

2? + v (r) + -2 [!. [VV x pJ ·~+ p.~ •Ho+ it (y)= 1t o (x) + §t(Y) m me 

will be: 

00 

=-~d't·expr; [Epa-Ep·a·+(Nq~.-N~).)hvqAJ} (2) 
0 

X {pcrNqi. I B {t + 't) I p' cr' N~,,), 

~here Eps are the eigenvalues of the operator 
Je0 ( x). The eigenfunctions 

,r, VV /6. ip•r/1i 'fpa = o Upae , 

where Ups are periodic with the period of the 
lattice. By virtue of this fact the matrix elements 
of the operator U (X:, y) in the representation of 

1/Jpa will be (neglecting processes of "transfer" 
and transition from zone to zone): 

(pcrN qi. I U I p' cr' N~~.) 

= (Nq). I Gqt i N~A) A:7a,()p'-p-q + (Nq). I bq). I N~A) A&7a•Op'-p+q; 

(3) 
A:7a' = (2v0~~ -t ~ U~a (r)(eqJ.•VV) Up'a' (r) dr. 

q). (d) 

We shall now obtain the kinetic equation. We 
shall consider the case in which the variable field 
inside the metal can be considered homogeneous. 
Such a consideration is suitable if the dimensions 
of the specimen d are much smaller than the skin 
depth. Then the matrix of the operator F (X:) in 
the representation of the function 1/Jpa will be di
agonal in the momentum: 

(4) 

In the presence of an electromagnetic field, the dis
tribution function depends upon the generalized 
momentum P =p-eA/c. However, it is appropri
ate to transform to the distribution function which 
depends on the kinetic momentum p. In such a 
transition, 

f (P) = i (p)+ f A1 (t) ata~) . 

Making use of (2) to (4) for the functions fau' 
we obtain from (1) a set of four equations: 

ataa' p) e o at(J(Jf A -

-a-1 - + c At(t) ----ap = (p cr I.Y't'o (x) I P cr") fa•a• (p) 

-faa•(p)(pcr" lgfo(X}f pcr') 

+ i. r d't f ~JxP[ ~(Epa- EP+qa"- hvqJ.)] (5) 

X F~~. + exp [~ (Ep+qa'- Epa'+ hvqi.) J F;;j, + exp [~(Epa 

- EP+qa' + hvqi.)] F~~, + exp [!I- (Ep+qa'- Epa'- hvqi.) J F~.}, 
where 

F (l) N Apa Ap+qa" - ( ) (N aa' = qi. p+qa"' pa' ta"'a" P + Q - q). + 1) 

Apa"' Ap+qa" f ( ) + Apa2 Ap+qa"f ( ) f ( ) X p+qa" pa' aa'" P p+qa' pa' aa2 P a' a" P + Q ; 
2 2 

(2) Apa Ap+qa"'f Faa•=Nq). P+qa' pa' a•am(p+q)-(Nq).+l) 

A pa Ap+qa"f ( )+ AP" Ap+qa,f ( ) f ( + ) X p+qa" ~a"' a"'a' P p+qa" pa' a; a' P a" a, P Q · 
J 

Repeated index in (J indicates summation. The 
expressions for F~~ and F~~ are obtained from 

F~~ and F~~ by the substitution NqA. =-= NqA. + 1 

and by change of sign for the term which is nonlinear 
in f. 
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We note that in the quasi-classical approxima
tion on the coordinates and momenta of the elec
trons, the resulting equations are applicable also 
to the case of an inhomogeneous distribution of 
the variable field in the metal, i.e., in analysis of 
the skin effect. In this case it suffices to substi
tute the commutator [JC0 (X:), F (X:)] which enters 
into (5) for the classical Poisson bracket: 

of""' + e [ H ] of""' v-.,- -vx 0 -_,-
v r c vp 

+(a/ !L ~ •H /a") fa•a•- faa' (a"j {L ;.Hja'), 

while the collision integral remains as before 
(taking into consideration the fact that the desired 
functions depend on the coordinates). The collision 
integral remains as before because the matrix ele
ments ( pa I F I p' a'), which are nondiagonal in the 
momentum, are small since the dimensions of the 
inhomogeneity of the field (skin depth) are always 
large in comparison with the de Broglie wavelength 
of the electron n/p (p extends to the limiting 
Fermi surface since only electrons with energies 
close to the limiting energy Eo make a contribu
tion to the resonance ) . 

3. To simplify Eq. (5), it is necessary to know 

the form of the matrix elements ABV a' . Here we 

limit ourselves to the alkali metals, for which the 
wave functions 1/Jpa with consideration of spin 
orbit coupling were computed by Yafet:8 

1i.Up1,2 = {1i.uo + i (p· r) u1 

± cl [p•r]z u2} X.•J,,-•J. + C2[P· rlx±iyUaX.-'1 • .'1·· 

where X!/2 and X-1; 2 are the eigenfunctions of the 
operator a z; the z axis is directed along the 
field H0• It was shown in reference 5 that u1 ( r) 
"' u2 ( r) "' u3 ( r), and C1 "' C2 "' g - 2, where g 
is the splitting factor of the conduction electron. 
The matrix elements consequently will be: 

(AP2 )' API ( !!.. )''• c . ( ' ) - P'2 = P'l = 2VoMhvql: {t eql-' p - p 

+ Cdeq'- x (p' + p)]z}; 

C= ~ u0 (r)u!(r)(VV-r)dr. 
(6) 

the quantity C is of the order of the mean energy 
of the electron in the crystal. 

In the following we shall assume a simple Debye 
model for the lattice vibrations, in which the vector 
eq1 is parallel to the momentum of the phonon q 
while eq2 and q are mutually orthogonal. We 
transform from a summation over q to integra
tion: 

qmax 

~ Vo \" 2 \ 21t1i. ( 3 )''• -'.i- (21t1i.)3 · ~ q dq ~ dQq, qmax = (l 41t ; 
q qmin 

a is the lattice constant; ~in is determined from 
the law of conservation of energy. Moreover, for 
simplicity, we do not distinguish between transverse 
and longitudinal sound velocities: v 1 =vii = Vs 
( i.E;J., the phonon energies hvqA. = vsq, A. = 1, 2, 3). 
We also assume that Ep1 = E- ~-tH0 , Ep2 = E + ~-tH 0 , 

E = p2/2m*, m* is the effective mass of the elec
tron. 

It is not difficult to prove that in the equations 
for 2fz = fu- f22 and f12 , we can discard terms 
with A. In this case the desired functions will de
pend only on I pI, inasmuch as it is assumed that 
E = E <I p 1). We can then show that the terms in the 
collision integral containing matrix elements of the 

pl p'l pl p'l . . '. 
type Ap'IAp2 and Ap,2 Aj)2 disappear m them-

tegration over p and q. The equations in this 
case are significantly simplified. 

4. Multiplying the equations for f11 and f22 by 
1-l ( 2rrn) - 3 dp and integrating over the entire mom en
tum space, we obtain for the "longitudinal" compo
nent of the magnetization 

the equation 

Here, 

oMz 2t-~- • • 
at= T lm [(H1x- tH1u) M 12] 

"" 3 

+ t• <~~1i.J6 ~ d-e~ dp ~ dq ~ I A:~q2 / 2 
o A-1 

-(Nq'-+ l)fu(P)+fu (p) b (p +q)J 

+cosT (Ep1-Ep+q2+v.q) [(Nq'- + l}f 22 (p + q) 

-Nq1-fu (p)-fu (p) f22(p+q )1}. 

(6) 

M12 = (2:i)s ~f12dp =(2:1i.)a ~ (f_.-ifu)dp=Mx- iMy. 

Inasmuch as thermal equilibrium is obtained 
much more rapidly than spin equilibrium, we can 
make use of fue representation of partial equilib
rium, i.~ .• we can write the functions f11 and f22 
which enter into (6) as 

fu (p) = fo (s- {LHo + ~s); f22 (p) = fo (s + {LHo- ~s); 

f 0 (x) = (e<x-e,)JkT + 1)-I, (7) 

where D.€ - 0 as the system. tends toward com
plete equilibrium; D.€ :S ~-tH0 • We then obtain 

Moz- Mz = ~s (!Lm'Po/'rc21i.3) = (X./!L) ~s; Moz = x.H0 • (8) 
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the solutions for Mz must be time independent if 
we ta~e a rotating magnetic field: H1x - iH1y = 
H10 e-Iwt and the solution M12 must be sought in 
the form M12 e -iwt. Then, carrying out the inte
gration in (6) over T and over all angles except 
the angle between p and q we get after summa
tion over A.: 

(9) 
- ( N q + 1) f 11 (p) + f 11 (p) X f 22 (p + q)] 

+o(~?-cos 6 + 2~. +2[LH0 -v,q)[(Nq+ 1)f22 (p+q) 

- Nqfu (p)- fu (p) f22 (p + q)J}. 

After integration over e, the right hand side of 
(9) reduces to a sum of two integrals in which the 
regions of integration of p and q are bounded by 
the inequalities 

lqf2p + 2[LHom•jpq + m•v,fp I-< 1 

by virtue of the fact that I cos e I ~ 1. The values 
of p close to p0, the limiting momentum of the 
electron, make the principal contribution to the in
tegrals. Therefore the inequalities are automatic
ally satisfied while the condition 

qmln ~ 2[LH om• /(Po+ m•v.) 

applies to q. Inasmuch as Po » m*vs, we can con
sider the regions of integration in the two integrals 
to be identical. On integration over e we obtain the 
expressions 4p2 - q2 - 8!-!Hom* ± 4m*vsq under the 
integral sign. These expressions we can set equal 
to 4p2, since the contribution of the other terms 
in the integral is significantly less than the con
tribution from 4p2• Thus Eq. (9) reduces to 

16 (2rc)3 m*C2C2 00 n;ax 
= . 1 \' p"dp \" dq (eLl•ikT _ e-Ll•fkT) 

0Mv (2rc1i)6 J .) 
O qmln 

(10) 

+ (Nq + 1) fo (s- [LH0 - Lls + v,q)}. 

for b.E « kT we can introduce the relaxation time. 
Actually, expanding the function under the integral 
sign in b.E/kT and keeping only terms of the ex-

pansion that are linear in b.·E we get, after re
grouping, 

26-e: {e:-~;J.Ho-e:o} -2 kTexp kT f o(s-[LHo){2Nq+ 1 
(11) 

+ fo (s -[LHo + Vsq) - fo (s -[LHo- v.q)}. 

If we make use of the fact that 

k~ exp (e:- !L::; -eo). r~ (s- [LHo) ~ 0 (s- [J.Ho- So). 

then (11) reduces to the form 

( v q)-1 
4Lls sinh k~ o (s -[LH0 - s0). (12) 

Taking into account the coupling (8), substituting 
(12) in (10), and carrying out integration over p 
and q, we obtain the equation for Mz: 

Im (.QloM~2) = (Mz- Moz)f-c,; .QlO = 2[LH!of'li. 

H'ere Tz is the "longitudinal" spin relaxation time: 

-c =~(In tanh (T0 /T))-1 · 
1 T tanh (T miT) ' 

(13) 

x is the paramagnetic susceptibility of the metal; 
p = M/V is the density of the metal: Tn is the 
Debye temperature; Tm = (vs/kv) 2!-!Ho; Vs is 
the sound velocity; v is the velocity of the electron 
on the Fermi surface. If the dimensions of the spe
cimen being considered are such that ti/ d > 2!-!Ho/v, 
we must take Tm = livs/kd. Equation (13) is valid 
in the temperature region kT » !-!Ho if the reso
nance is close to saturation, i.e., Mz r:::i 0. Far 
from sa-turation of the resonance, the region of 
applicability of (13) extends in the direction of 
lower temperatures. For T » Tn 

-c, = rx.fT In (TofT m), 

which for Tm = livs /kd is identical with the ex
pression (58) of the work of Elliott5 with accuracy 
to within a coefficient 3/16. However, in refer
ence 5, T[ ,..., T-3 for T « Tn while it follows 
from (13) that T[ = edT ln ( T/Tm) which agrees 
with experiment.* The quantitative agreement of 
the relaxation time of (13) with that observed is 
also satisfactory. Thus for sodium, if we substi
tute in (13) p = 1 g/cm3, X= 6 x 10-7, C1 = 3 x 
10-4, C = 10-12 erg, Vs = 105 em/sec, we have: 
a= 10-5• The quantity ln [tanh ( Tn/T.)/ 
tanh (Tm/T)] r:::i 10 for all kT » !-!Ho (for H0 = 
104 Oe ). Thus, Tz r:::! 10-6 T-1 sec, which agrees 
with data of Thayer and Kip9 for sodium. 

5. We now•obtain the equation for the (trans
verse) component of the magnetization M12 = 

*It is pointed out in reference 9 that Yafet obtained the 
same result for 'tz: 1-1/T if T « T 0 . 
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Mx- iMy. We seek a. solution of the equation for 
f12 in the form f12 e-Iwt. In the equation for f12 , 

we complete the integration over T. In this case 
the exponential functions in the integrand lead to 
appearance of furi?tions of the type o+ ( Ep1 - Ep+q2 

- Vsq- tiw) X o+(x) = o(x) + i/7TX). We can show 
that the part of the collision integral due to the 
second terms in o+ is negligibly small. We now 
note that under the condition kT » ~-tH 0 , we can 
seek a solution of f12 in the form f12o ( E- Eo). 
Actually, the function fz entering into the equa
tion can be written as fzo ( E -Eo) for kT » ~otH0 • 

Furthermore, if we substitute in the eql1ation for 
f12 the solution for the form f12 (Po) o ( E- Eo) then 
we can show that o ( E- Eo) will be a general fac
tor of the equation. Multiplying this equation for 
f12 by IL ( 27Tti) - 3 dp (similarly to what we have 
done previously ) , we obtain: 

c•c2 • qmax 

i (w- .Qo) M12 + i.Q10Mz = -j- M12 rt1i.~;:.o ~ dq {8N q + 4 
qmln 

+ f22 (Ep,l + Vsq) + fn (Ep,2 + Vsq)- fn (Ep,l- Vsq) 

- f22 (Ep,2- Vsq)- f22 (Ep,l- Vsq)- fn (Ep,2- Vsq)}. 

In setting up this equation use is made of the re
lation M12 = 87TID*Poll ( 27Tti) - 3 f12 (Po). Substituting 
in the expression under the integral the Eq. (7) we 

have in first approximation for .t..E/kT and ~otH 0/kT: 

i ( W- .Qo) M12 + i.QloMz = M12/'t1; ,Qo = 2(LH o/h, 

where Tt is the "transverse" spin relaxation time 
which agrees exactly with Eq. (13) for the "longi
tudinal" relaxation time. 

In conclusion, the authors express their grati
tude to Prof. I. M. Lifshitz for discussion of the 
results of the work. 
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